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“Successfully implementing NCR Mobile Pay proves that NCR is interested in offering cutting edge technology to their      
  clients to keep them ahead the curve in enhanced hospitality.” 

The customer 
City Winery is a unique facility that combines a fully 
functioning winery and concert space into one distinct 
concept, catering to wine and music enthusiasts alike. 
Since opening in 2009, local New York residents have 
enjoyed attending many events all while dining on 
the local New American cuisine. City Winery became a 
customer with the NCR local office in New York in 2012 
using the NCR Aloha POS solution. 

The challenge 

Because City Winery is both a restaurant and a concert venue, 
they have unique challenges centered on efficiency within 
their operations. Concert goers are served in a small window 
of time before a show and a high volume of credit cards are 
processed at the close of a concert. City Winery wanted to 
provide an easy way to allow customers to purchase and pay 
with a much faster and more efficient approach.

- David Richter: General Manager, City Winery
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Key highlightsThe solution 

Shortly after becoming an NCR customer, City Winery was 
approached to become one of the first restaurants to offer 
mobile payments using the new NCR Mobile Pay. General 
Manager, David Richter, thought of NCR Mobile Pay as a 
convenient way for guests to gain access to a company’s 
services in the moment they need them. 

“Mobile Pay with PayPal helps to provide guests a solution 
to order when they want as well as pay their tabs on their 
own time. This provides a service convenience above normal 
service practices.” In an environment where guests want to 
avoid interrupting their experience during a concert, NCR 
Mobile Pay offers an alternative to reach the staff instantly 
without leaving the concert floor. Before the show starts, 
guests can use the Order Another option to get another 
glass of wine. When the show is coming to an end, they can 
pay and tip at any time without having to wait for a server 
to bring their check. Guests who have used NCR Mobile Pay 
have found the solution to be convenient and enjoyed the 
new experience. 

The result 

NCR Mobile Pay has helped increase the speed-of-service in 
the restaurant’s busiest times. According to David, “Offering 
the option to pay with PayPal is another added benefit. 
PayPal has proven to be a trusted avenue for consumers 
to make online and mobile purchases. The guests see a 
benefit from easily using their PayPal accounts to pay 
at the restaurant.” In addition to faster service, overall 
check averages have been increasing since City Winery has 
provided NCR Mobile Pay to their guests. With options in 
the solution such as Order Another, guests are inclined to 
order more items due to the ease of duplicating their order, 
leading to steady check average increases. 

Before NCR Mobile Pay, City Winery’s average tip was 
around 18.6 percent. Since implementation, their average 
tip has now reached 19.4 percent. By enabling customers 
to interact with their check via their own device and 
allowing the staff to focus on being engaged with more 
customers and less on running back and forth with checks, 
the restaurant experience has become all-around better and 
exciting from start to finish with NCR Mobile Pay  
at City Winery. 

Location 

New York, NY 
 
Technology solution 

•	 NCR Aloha point-of-sale hardware and software

•	 NCR Mobile Pay with PayPal


